
1st Grade Teves News

Kriah

Our siddur party is in just over a week and 
we could not be more excited! Kita Alef 
has been working on their reading skills 
every single day since the beginning of the 
school year and every friends’ progress is 
phenomenal! 
Now that we know all our Nekudos we are 
learning the nuances within Kriah, aka the 
exceptions to the basic rules. This will be 
extremely helpful for when we get our 
Siddur. We will pretty much be able to read 
any line or page!

Looking forward to seeing everyone on 
Tuesday, Feb 11th at 9am at CBT.

Ksiva

We finished learning the script shape of 
every letter! For the past little while  
whenever I write anything on the board to 
present to the class, for example, the 
Hebrew date, the name of the Parsha etc,  
I write it in cursive Hebrew letters and the 
students are always able to read it without 
hesitation!

Ivrit - Morah Betty

We are busy learning some important 
phrases
like: May I please go get a drink of 
water? May I please go to the 
bathroom? May I please have some 
help? and,  I’m sorry, I apologize.
We are starting to create our own 
collection of new words and phrases 
using colorful flashcards.
I’ve noticed how much more 
comfortable the students are becoming 
with speaking in Hebrew. 

We warmly welcomed Kindergarten 
visitors over the last 2 weeks. We showed 
them around our school, played Alef - 
Beis games with them and invited them 
to join our Parsha circle. 
Thank you for visiting!

A peek into first grade…
Our newsletter is a great place to see what the students are learning this month and get a peek 

into the classroom.  Feel free to reach out to us any time with questions. 

DONE :)


